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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] Enrico Bombieri shows that the Diophantine equation 
(l-1) 4~3=27ys+N, N#O NEZ 
has at most a finite number of rational integer solutions (5, y) for a wide 
range of values of N. 
At the time, this had been known for quite a while. Indeed, L. J. 
Mordell showed as long ago as 1921 that the Diophantine equation 
(1.2) X3=Y2+k, k#O kEZ 
can have at most finitely many rational integer solutions (cf. [5]), and 
(1.1) is a special case of (1.2). 
For, any solution (z, y) of (1.1) gives rise to a solution (X, Y) of (1.2) 
with k= 243SN, namely X = 12x and Y = 108~. 
However, the proofs known at the time Bombieri’s paper was published 
were all ineffective. Only recently, A. Baker gave an effectively computable 
upper-bound for the size of the solutions (X, Y) of (1.2), that is to say 
for max (IX], 1 Y]) (cf. [l]). 
Bombieri used in his paper quite an unconventional method, depending 
on some results from the Geometry of Numbers. He considered the 
following values of N: 
-22<N<80, N#49 
and he calculated all rational integer solutions of (1.1) in the cases selected. 
Apparently, the value 49 is exceptional. On page 203 of [3], Bombieri 
remarks simply that, although (2, y) = (7, f 7) is easily seen to be a 
solution of (1.1) with N = 49, his method fails to recover other solutions, 
if any at all exist. 
In this paper we will show that the solution mentioned above is the 
only one. Thus we shall prove: 
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THEOREM. The only solution of the Diophantine equation 
(I-3) 429 = 27y= + 49 
in rational integers 2 snd y with y > 0, is (5, y) = (7, 7). 
For the method to be used, we refer to chapter 15 of Mordell’s book [6]. 
2. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM. A BINARY QUARTIU FORM 
Suppose that (2, y) is a rational integer solution of (1.3). Then y is odd 
and 
P-1) $= (7+3;VZ) (7-3;“‘“>. 
This gives an equation in integers of the quedratic number field Q(m). 
This number field has unique factorization and hence any prime dividing 
exactly one of the factors on the right-hand side of (2.1) must occur in 
this factor with an exponent divisible by 3. 
Assuming that z is not divisible by 7, one finds that 
7+3yV-3 
2 
rtnd 7-3yV-3 
2 
have no prime divisors in common. Consequently, 
(2.2) 
7+3yll-3 2 _ ++b~~) 
with a,bEZ, a=b (mod2) and unit .e i.e. E= & 1, f 6 or &es where 
e:=*(l+m). 
From (2.2) we deduce that E = a (mod 3) and hence E= f 1. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that E = 1. Equation (2.2) then implies 
that 4y=b(as-bs) = 4 (mod 8), because y is odd. This however contradicts 
the fact that a E b (mod 2). 
We have shown 
LEMIHA 1. If (2, y) is a rational integer solution of (1.3), then x is 
divisible by 7. 
As a result of this lemma, we may turn out attention to the Diophantine 
equation 
(2.3) 28X3--1=27Y2. 
For, if (2, y) is a solution of (1.3), then x = 7X and y = 7 Y for rational 
integers X and Y; these integers X and Y satisfy equation f2.3). 
We write (2.3) in the form 
W) (6X-l)(62X2+6X+1)=27Yc, 
where 6 : = (28)1/s. The essential properties of the cubic field II: = Q(6) 
may be found in [7]. We list them in the following lemmit. 
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LEMMA 2. Let R be the ring of integers of K =9(e). Put 0’ : = 40s. 
The number field K has the following properties: 
1) The class number hx of K equals 3. 
2) Every 01 E R may be written as LX = +(a+ b19 + ~8’) for some rational 
integers a, b and c with a = b = -c (mod 3). 
3) The group of units of R is generated by 7 : = &(l + 8 -i3’). 
4) The principal ideals (3) and (0 - 1) factorize in R tux $Pq and @qc 
respectively. 
As our next step towards the proof of the theorem, we intend to show 
LEMMA 3. If (X, Y) is a rational integer solution of (2.3), then there 
is an integer 01 E R such that 
(e-i)(ex-i)=d. 
PROOF. From (2.3) it follows that X = 1 (mod 3) and thus 
$p+xe+2xw) d3 
according to lemma 2. We write (2.4) as 
(2.5) w-1) 3 ( 
i+xe+2xw =(3y)2 
> 
Since (3) = p2q and (0 - 1) = pqs, the only possible common prime divisors of 
(0X-1) and i + xe + 2x2e’ 
3 > 
are p and q. 
Hence (2.5) implies 
(OX _ 1) = p qtA2 and ’ +xel 2x2e’) = ~8’ qt’(A’)2, 
where 8, s’, t, t’ E (0, l} and A, A’ are ideals of R. Multiplication yields 
(3 Y)2 = pu+u’qt+t’(~~‘)2 
and hence s+s’ z t+t’ z 0 (mod 2) which implies that s=.s’ and t=t’. 
Furthermore 
NormK,Q (OX - 1) = 3a+t(NormK,4 A)2 
and also 
NormK/q (OX-1)=28X3--1=3(3Y)2. 
This leads to the conclusion that .s + t = 1. We have to consider two possi- 
bilities, namely 
(24 (1) a=s’=0, t=t’=I and (2) 8=8’=1, t=t’=O. 
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In the first case we have 
(ex-l)=q& 
Multiplication by ~2 yields 
@2(0X - 1) = (3)As. 
Consequently, p2 and ,.42 belong to the same ideal class of R. Since the 
class number of K equals 3, we deduce that $J and A belong to the same 
ideal class. An integer OL E R may then be found such that 
and hence 
This means that 
346X- l)=?p 
t+b83fcs’Y9 
where GE{-1, l}, UE{O, l} and a,b,cEZ with arb- -c (mod3). 
Note that 7 is the fundamental unit of R; 7 = 4( 1+8 - 0’). Firstly, we 
consider the possibility that u = 0 in (2.7). Evaluation of (2.7) yields 
270(8x - 1) = (u2+ 28bc) $ (2ab + 7c2) e + (2uc + 2b2) 8’. 
Equating coefficients of 1, 8, 8’ in this equation gives 
(2.8) (i) -270=&+ 28bc; (ii) 270X= 2ub+ 7~2; (iii) 0= BCCC+ 2b2. 
Put d: = h.c.f (cc, c). If d = 1, then from (iii) we have a=tai, c= -$, 
b =aicl and t E (-- 1, l}. Combining this with (i) shows that al must 
divide 27. 
Consequently, the only possible prime divisor of ai is 3. But if 3 divides 
al, 3 also divides a and hence c = 0 (mod 3) by (ii). This contradicts the 
assumption that d = 1. Thus at = 1. Combining (i) and (ii) now shows that 
u = 1, ct = 1, ai cl = t and 27X = 9, which is absurd. Hence d > 1 and this 
means that a, b and c are divisible by 3. 
Put a= 3~2, b= 3bz and c=3~. We deduce from (2.8) (i), (ii) and (iii): 
(i)’ -30=~4+28b2cz; (ii)’ 3aX=2uzb2+7c~; (iii)’ O=mc2+b$ 
Clearly, h.c.f (~2, ~2) = 1. Hence (iii)’ implies that CQ = $a:, b2 =a3 ~3 and 
cz = -7’~: and t’ E { - 1, l}. 
Combining this with (i)’ gives 
- 3~ = @(ai - 28x’ c$. 
Consequently, os must divide 3. It is easily seen that a:# 1, for in that 
case 28t’aaci = I+ 30, an impossibility. On the other hand, if 3 divides as, 
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then as = 0 (mod 3) and also cs c 0 (mod 3) according to (ii)‘. However, 
h.c.f (as, ~2) = 1. 
This leaves the possibility u = 1 in (2.7). Equating coefficients of 1, 8 
and 8’ gives 
(i) -8l~=a2+2832-98c2-28ab+-28~~+28b~, 
P-9) 
i 
(ii) 8laX=a2-14b2+7~2+2ab-l4ac+28bc and 
(iii) O= -a2+2b2+14~2+4ab+2ac-28bc. 
From (i) it follows that a is odd, however (iii) implies that a is even. 
A contradiction. 
Remains to consider case (2.6) (2). We have 
(ex- 1)=&42. 
We observe that X= 1 gives a solution of (2.3). Since we did not 6nd 
any solutions in case (2.6) (l), there must be an integral ideal Ao such 
that 
(6l)=pl~. 
Hence 
(e-l)(ex-l)=(pAA~)2=: B2 
for an integral ideal B. Now B2 is principal and the class number of K 
is odd. Then B itself must be principal, i.e. there is an LY E R such that 
B= (cG). 
Then 
(e - i)(ex - 1) = ta)2 
or in integers of K 
(2.10) 
with CJ E { - 1, l), w E (0, l> anda,b,cEZwithazb--c(mod3).To 
complete the proof of lemma 3, it is sufficient to show that v= 0, for in 
that case o=l because 0X-l>t9--l>O. 
Suppose that v= 1 in I 2.10). Equating coefficients of 1, 0, 8’ gives 
(i) 27u=a2+28b2--98@-28ab+28ac+28bc, 
(ii) -27a(l+X)=a2-l4b2+7c~+2ab-l4~~+28bc and 
(iii) 20X= -as+2b2+14~2+4ab+2ac-228bc. 
As before, from (i) it follows that a is odd and (iii) implies that a is even 
This completes the proof of lemma 3. n 
We will end this section with the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 4. Let (X, Y) be a rational integer solution of (2.3). Then 
there exist rational integers U and V such that 
X= U4-6U3V+ 18VV2-27V4 
and 
U4+ 12UaV-72U2V2+ 108UV3-- 10Sv4= 1. 
PROOF. According to lemma 3, there are rational integers a, b and c 
satisfying a = b E -c (mod 3), such that 
(e-l)@X- l)= 
r+b:+cB’Y- 
Evaluation yields 
9(e - l)(ex - 1) = p+ 28bc) + (2ab + 78)e + (2~ + w)e’. 
Equating coeficients of 1, 8 and 8’ gives 
(2.11) (i) 9=&+28bc; (ii) -9(1+X)=2ub+7c2; (iii) 9X=ac+b2. 
By adding (i), (ii) and (iii) we obtain 
O=a2+b2+7~2+2ab+ac+28bc, 
which may be written as 
(2.12) (a + b + 5c)2 = 9c(u - 2b + 2~). 
Sinceazbr -c(mod3),wededucethata+b+5c=a-2b+2c(mod9) 
and a+b+5c = a-2b+2c z 0 (mod 3). Then (2.12) implies that a+b+ 
+ 5c F a- 2b + 2c s 0 (mod 9). Combining this result with (2.11) (i) gives 
a E b G c E 0 (mod 3). 
Put a+b+5c= : 9P, a-2b+2c=: 9Q and c= : 3R. Then (2.12) becomes 
(2.13) P2 = 3&R 
and (2.11) (i) reads in terms of P, Q and R: 
(2.14) 1=4P2+&2-12R2+4PQ+12PR-36QR. 
Now clearly Q and R are co-prime as a result of (2.13) and (2.14). Hence 
we deduce from (2.13) that 
&&=3’0U2, ER=~~-wV~, eP=3UV 
for rational integers U and V with E E { - 1, 1}, w E (0, 11. On inserting 
these expressions for P, Q and R in (2.14) we deduce that w= 0 and 
(2.15) l= U4+ 12UsV- 72U2V2+ 108UV3- lOSV4. 
After some calculation we also find that 
X= U4-6U3V+ 18iYV2-27V4. 
This completes the proof of lemma 4. n 
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3. THE FIN& STEP 
In this final section we shall avoid lengthy computations so as not 
to obscure the issues. 
Prom lemma 4, it is clear that in order to prove the theorem it is 
sufficient to find all rational integer solutions (U, I’) of the Diophantine 
equation (2.16). 
Setting U: = U + 3V and ZJ: = - I’, equation (2.16) becomes 
(3.1) f(u, v):=&-126&s--766uws-13232=1. 
Let E be a real root of f(t, 1) = 0. The discriminant D of f is negative, more 
precisely D = - 283074. 
According to Dirichlet’s unit theorem, the quartic field L: =9(t) has 
then a unit group generated by two fundamental units. Moreover the 
only cyclotomic units in this field are + 1 and - 1. We have from (3.1) 
(3.2) NormL/Q (U-vE)= 1, 
that is to say, in order to solve (3.1) in rational integers u and v, we have 
to find all units in L of the form u -vE. Standard procedure is now to 
determine a set of fundamental units. 
LEMMA 5. The set (1,01,02, COS} with 01: = E, 02 : = i +iE2, OS : = $E- 
-&Ea is an integral basis for the quartic field L =Q([). The units 
~i:=l--O~+WS and ~2:=12-3~0i+2~2+603 
form a fundamental pair. 
PROOB. It is easily checked, by well-known methods (cf. [4]), that 
(1, WI, 02, os} is an integral basis. The units ~1 and ~2 were found by trial 
and error. We considered norms of integral ideals of L and found that 
-El = (3 + 6)(7 + 5)/2[ and ES= (6+5)2(7+E)/E(3+E) 
are units. To show that ~1, ~2 are fundamental, we proceed as follows. 
According to Berwick [2] p. 367, any two of the three units defined by: 
I. E> 1 and least, I&‘] < 1, E’~“=c 1 
II. lel<l, e’>l and least, E”E”< 1 
III. lel<l, ]&‘I<& I&~]=IS”]>l and least 
form a fundamental pair. Here the dashes indicate conjugates, i.e. E, F, E” 
and F” are the two real, respectively complex conjugate roots of the 
equation f(t, l)=O (cf. 3.1). 
A certain amount of calculation shows that -&ie;’ satisfies I, that II 
is satisfied by ~1 and that ---E;~ ~2 is the third unit (III). Hence also (~1, ~2) 
is a fundamental pair. w 
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We are now in a position to complete the proof of the theorem. Let 
U-Q! be a unit in L. Then, according to lemma 5, 
(3.3) f (u-vQ=~fei with a, b E 5J. 
Considering the four different values of EWE: modulo 2, we see that only 
those with a = 0 (mod 2) are of the required form. Put a= 2al. Then, 
making use of E: ~2 = - 1 (mod 4), it follows from 
E;E; s (- l)*8y2* (mod 4) 
and (3.3) that al = b (mod 4), because the only powers of ~1 of the required 
form modulo 4 have exponents divisible by 8. We proceed by putting 
ui=b+4r.Now.$‘~sr3(mod8)and~~~~+~0i(mod8)onlyi&c~O 
(mod 16). Thus 
de* = 3*.s~-‘m (mod 8) 12- 
gives al E 6b (mod 8). So ui = 5b + 8s for a certain 8 E 8. We shall finalize 
our argument, by showing that both b and s and consequently also a 
must vanish. 
LEMMA 6. For any non-negative integer A we have modulo 2”+” 
8g+4 = 1+ 3+ywl+ 02) 1 
(8: s2p E 32” + 2”+*( 1+ 01+ co2 + cog) 
PROOF. Induction. n 
We proceed by induction. Suppose b = 2’131, s = @.si and ui = (5bl+ &1)2” 
for some 12 0, il. E Z. Then, by lemma 6, 
+;= (.$‘e2)2a*~ E;~+~~I 3 
(32”+ 2A+8( 1 + au+ cm + 02))*1( 1 + 2”+8(o~ + w2))81 (mod 2’+‘), 
and in view of (3.3) we deduce that bi E si = 0 (mod 2). Consequently, 
we have shown (by induction) that both a and b in (3.3) are divisible 
by all powers of 2. This is only possible when a= b = 0. 
Thus f 1 are the only units in L of the form u- ~5. Hence (U, 7) = 
= ( f 1,O) are the only rational integer solutions of (2.16). This shows, 
by lemma 4, that the only rational integer solution (X, Y) of (2.3) with 
Y > 0 is given by X= 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK. In general it is very bard to determine a set of fundamental 
units. However, very often it is sufficient to choose a suitable pair of 
independent units and a rational prime r, in such a way that this pair 
of units behaves as a fundamental pair modulo powers of r, (cf. [S]). 
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